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The Plan:
Along Happy Valley Rd environmentalist and stonemason Carl Gifford has quietly been 

creating "Carlucci Land" an anthropomorphic wonderland from huge boulders and 

recycled scrap. There's the 'squashed samara' with the 20-tonne boulder sitting on it, the 

3-metre pterodactyl stretching its wings, and tornado man - a hot water cylinder fashioned 

into a cross between R2D2 and Dorothy's tin man. There are also more spiritual forms such 

as the 'madonna' in the rock. Then there are the ones with a message such as the 'axed seal' 

which reminds us that not so long ago we used to club seals to death and its time to start 

looking after the world a little better. On still nights Carlucci Land is a magical place with 

lights placed under the boulders making the forms even more alive.

Carl has created all this working on his own at all hours of the night and in all weather in 

between his real work as a stonemason and his landscaping company called 'Bedrock' at 

the entrance to the tip on Happy Valley Rd.

Carlucci comes from the name his grandmother called him when he was a baby "Carlucci 

Bella" or beautiful Carl. The 56-hectare property will eventually become a recycled theme 

park and be a showcase for recycling in Wellington to encourage people to do something 

good with waste byproduct.
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